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MUSICAL SELECTIONS
The Malmö Symphony Orchestra Wind Ensemble





MASTER OF SCIENCE DEGREE COURSES
Maritime Education and Training (Marine Engineering)
Alock Kwadwo Asamoah Menelieto Alano Olanda
Syed Masood ul Hasnain Perminus Mungai Wainaina















Carlos Arturo Bell Bonilla
Boaventura Marcelino Cherinda
































Maritime Education and Training (Nautical)
Simon Djam Komla Kpe
Suresh Basappa Kundargi






Lawrence Omubor Fubara Bereiweriso
Dramane (Papiss) Cissoko
George Lovelace Yao Darkey
Technical Management of Shipping Companies
(degree in Fleet Management)








Maritime Safety Administration (Nautical)
Adje Ahoba Jean-Baptiste Hâkan Lange
Azouaou Au Victor Manuel Loustaunau Astorga
Bi Yu Ping Moussako Mah, Daniel
Diaby Mohamed Nogbou Paul
Manuel M Fernandez de Ia Fuente Luis Policarpo Paiva Jimenez
Mario Grech Soe Lwin
Mohamed Abdel-Wahab Hosny Hassan-Taymourtash
Kim Jong-Eui
Maritime Safety Administration (Marine Engineering)
Mohammed Saad Aldossary Zaki Nabil Medjdoub
Antonio Coelho Damien Kamunyori Ndwiga
David Daniel K.A. Simon
Nizar Saeed Halabi José Miguel Torres Fuentes
REMARKS BY THE VICE RECTOR
Professor Gunther Zade
REMARKS BY THE REPRESENTATIVE OF MALMO CITY COUNCIL
Ms. Anna Brandoné
ADDRESS BY THE REPRESENTATIVE OF THE FEDERAL MINISTRY








ON BEHALF OF THE GRADUATES
Mr. José A.L. Anselmo, Chairman, Student Council
RECESSIONAL
Platform Guests, Faculty and The Graduates
Abdelmoula Hichem
Antonio AdolOnimo de Barros Amaral Aguiar










Medley of Taube Melodies E. Taube
Bitte Schön J. Strauss, Jr.
Christmas Song A. Adam
La Mancha H. Gustafsson
Spring in Roslagen H. Alfvén
PROCESSIONAL
Fanfare
Festival March H. Myrtelius
RECESSIONAL
Wien Bleibt Wien J. Schrammel
Champagne Galop H.C. Lumbye






NINETEEN HUNDRED AND EIGHTY-NINE
at 13.30 hours
THE CONCERT HALL MALMO, SWEDEN
Chancellor, Faculty and Students
of the
World Maritime University




on Sunday December third
ineteen hundred and eighty nine
at 1330 hours
RSVP







The Vice Rector, World Maritime University,
Professor GUNTHER ZADE,
has the pleasure of inviting you
and your spouse to a farewell reception for
Mr. ERIK NORDSTROM
Rector, World Maritime University
on Saturday, 2 December 1989 at 18.00 hours
at the Savoy Hotel, Malmö
Mr. C.P. Srivastava, Secretary-General of the
International Maritime Organization and







City Council of MalmO
request the pleasure of your company at a
RECEPTION
— following the Graduation Ceremony —
honou ring the WMU Graduates,
Class of 1989
Concert Hall
CtdeIisvsgen 29, P.O. Box 5C0, S-201 24 MALMO, SWEDEN
